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Atos Unify OpenScape Contact Center
Agile V9
Unify's comprehensive customer engagement solution for SMBs.

OpenScape™ Contact Center© Agile V9 is
Unify's multi-channel, integrated contact
center solution that features:
• Agent Portal with a Circuit-like interface
that leverages our industry leading GUI
for improved engagement quality.
• A powerful routing engine for making
the right connections
• 360° holistic customer view for greater
insight and actionable intelligence.
OpenScape Contact Center Agile delivers
intelligent group-based routing for smallto-medium contact centers, with up to 100
active agents, and provides the capabilities you need for your contact center.

Simple to deploy with modular features
means you can enhance your contact
center when you are ready to, providing
flexibility and protecting your investment.
The OpenScape Contact Center Agile
Manager application offers visualization
tools for contact center management and
reporting. This enables your supervisors
and administrators to drive optimal performance in your contact center.
Multimedia presence and collaboration
tools allow your agents to reach out for assistance from available experts, decision
makers, and knowledge workers – helping
to maintain right-contact resolution levels.

• Achieve first-contact resolution with intelligent multi-channel contact routing
• Improve interaction handling efficiency
with the new intuitive agent interface
• Streamline contact center operations
with powerful management tools
• Deploy easily with modular growth and
scalability
Key features with OpenScape Contact
Center Agile V9 provide a truly differentiated solution. They include the Agent Portal,
a 360° customer view, built-in security, and
the Mobile Supervisor application.

Agent Portal with Broadcaster

Trusted partner of your Digital Journey

OpenScape Contact Center Agile's modularity and support for both traditional and
IP-telephony, including SIP, provide investment protection and accelerated ROI.
Whether the contact center is centralized
or users are distributed across diverse locations, departments, or functions, OpenScape Contact Center Agile is designed to
help improve your business operations
and bottom-line.

360° customer view
The 360° customer view provides a complete presentation of the history of contacts. This feature, accessed via the Agent
Portal, supports all channels – voice, callback and email.
Agents can add individual data for each
contact, helping deliver context to ensure
an improved and personalized customer
experience.

Contact Center
Management
Simplicity is the key for small and medium
sized businesses. OpenScape Contact
Center Agile provides a truly unified Manager Desktop with a flexible interface and
a familiar "Outlook-style" screen layout.
This means faster, easier design and configuration with one integrated tool for all
management functions:
• Administering users and resources
• Designing intelligent multi-media, multisite routing strategies and queue processing flows
• Defining and viewing real-time monitoring and historical reporting across all
channels
• Creating wallboard views and streaming "ticker tape" content for agent desktops

Administration Center
Administration Center is a convenient interface for the administration of Contact
Center users, user profiles, and groups.
Reason codes for work and unavailability
reasons are also configured here.
Using a simple point and click, managers
can assign highly flexible, permissionbased profiles to users based on their different roles and functions in the Contact
Center. These profiles also determine
which combination of channels each
agent can handle – voice, email, callback.
User templates and optional "bulk" uploads for multiple users streamline the
management of larger contact centers.
Users may be assigned to a single group
or to multiple groups for more sophisticated contact handling strategies.
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Trusted partner of your Digital Journey

360° customer view

Design Center

Call Director

Design Center gives managers a visual,
workflow-style tool, called the Design Editor, for defining routing strategies and
queue processing flows for voice, callbacks, and email interactions. To streamline the creation of flows, it offers a library
of configurable and reusable routing and
queue processing components. Managers
can create and edit flows using a drag-anddrop interface, where strategies are automatically checked and validated for completeness as they are created.

OpenScape Contact Center Agile provides
a fully integrated Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system – Call Director – to
front-end incoming voice contacts. Call Director gathers caller requirements by
prompting callers with interactive navigation menus.

Design Center offers components that can
be used in multi-media flows, such as:

Call Director is a fully integrated self- service and transactional call processing platform. Managers can use Design Center's
convenient drag-and-drop interface to integrate the following components into
routing and queue processing flows:

• Time of day / day of week schedules

• Auto Attendant with navigation menu
prompts

• Source / destination routing decisions

• Caller input digit collection

• Performance level routing decisions

• Messages and greetings

• Data-directed routing decisions

• Estimated wait time or position in
queue messages

• Read/write access to external databases
• Create callback allowing use of collected data to create a callback as part of
the overall workflow processing of a
contact
• Email category decisions based on content analysis of the address, thread ID,
subject line, or body text of incoming
Emails
• Email auto-acknowledgement, auto-response, and auto-suggestion

• Dynamic, multi-format "numbers- tospeech" playback
Call Director can be easily combined with
other Design Center components, for example, to read from and write to external
databases. This facilitates basic transactional or self-service applications that previously may have required a more complex and expensive external IVR integration.

Activity logs

Customer
calls to find
out about
the repair
status of
their car in
the dealership

Chooses the
option to request repair
status for their
car from menu
prompt

Customer inputs confirmation number of repair
order

Determine
repair status
based on confirmation number through
external database lookup

Playback message to the customer indicating the repair
status

Detailed, searchable activity logs (Figure 5)
allow managers to examine the step-by-step
progression of any customer contact or review the detailed activities of an agent
throughout the day for all channels.

Design Center with Call Director – simple self-service scenario

Multi-channel User Activity Report
Customer
calls to stop
newspaper
delivery for vacation period

Customer inputs home
phone number

Option
presented to
stop newspaper delivery

Customer inputs response to select month/
day for stop/
restart
delivery

Numbers to
speech playback of customer selection to
confirm

Responses
are written to
external database
indicate customer‘s requested delivery stop /
restart dates

Design Center with Call Director – simple transactional IVR scenario

Reporting

Real-time and cumulative reporting

OpenScape Contact Center Agile Report
Center provides real-time, cumulative and
historical reporting.

Real-time and cumulative views are refreshed continuously, presenting key information such as agent utilization, service
levels, abandon rates, and average handling time for voice, email and callback interactions (Figure 6).

Manager Report Center
This runs on a customizable, visual reporting engine to define and view a virtually
unlimited number of real- time, cumulative, and historical reports for all channels.
The flexible interface makes tailoring specific reports or formats easy, without requiring an external report writer. Report
Center provides insight into your Contact
Center operations, allowing for better operational monitoring, more effective decision making, and the ability to proactively
spot patterns and respond – before they
become problems.

A built-in analytic model uses actual data
trends to predict performance patterns
and contact volumes in real- time, improving decision making regarding staffing resources or contact routing.

Historical reporting
Historical reports can be quickly created
by just pointing and clicking to select data
elements and report parameters. Managers can choose from a comprehensive
range of statistical values for blended or
channel-specific reports, for example by
user, group, queue, contact type, or site.
Report Center provides graphical as well
tabular historical reports (Figure 7). Displaying historical reports in OpenScape
Contact Center Agile's Report Viewer allows managers to flexibly adjust report
output even after the reports have been
run. They can reorder and resort content,
as well as tailor the level of detail to be
viewed. Multiple reports can be opened in
the Report Viewer concurrently and are
accessible with just a mouse click.
Reports can be viewed on-demand or
scheduled to run on a daily, weekly or
monthly basis. Additional output options
include Email, printing, or content export
to Excel, HTML, PDF, or text file.

Real-time thresholds and alerts are easy to
define and provide audio and visual notification to a manager when definable operating metrics are exceeded.

OpenScape Contact Center Agile V9
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• Ease of deployment – a single click that
ensures updated agent software each
time it is used
• Real-time statistics and personal performance data presented in a single
pane of glass
• 360° feature – enabling the view of the
contact history of a customer to which
agents can add individual contact data
• Unique presence and collaboration
tools to drive first contact resolution
• A visual "Contacts Waiting" indicator for
all channels
• Availability status and wrap-up reasons
which can be reported on
• An "Icon Mode" display option to reduce screen footprint to a system tray
icon

Report Center - Real-time Viewer

Agent Portal

Agent Portal: Notification popup for incoming voice call

Report Center – Historical Report Viewer

Broadcast Center
Broadcast Center offers a fully integrated
interface for defining rules- based streaming of statistics for wallboards as well as
"tickertape" views for the Agent Portal or
external plasma displays.
With the integrated broadcaster, real- time
statistics and performance data for all
channels can be streamed selectively to
any agent's desktop.
Managers can configure rules-based
thresholds for wallboard as well as broadcaster views, to visually alert agents of
changes in the operational conditions of
the contact center.
Easy-to-define distribution lists for broadcaster views ensure that the relevant data
is sent to a selected group of recipients.

Agents – Empowered for
improved contact quality
OpenScape Contact Center V9 ships with
two agent clients: our new agent client
(Agent Portal) – a client with Circuit-like
GUI providing users with "joy of use" and a
simple click-once installation – and our
previous Agent Desktop client. The Agent
Portal is designed to provide the same
features that our customers have come to
enjoy in the Agent Desktop client – along
with a new look that makes the Agent Portal exciting to use. OpenScape Contact
Center Agent Portal (Figure 11, Figure 8)
provides tools and information for handling multi-channel interactions more efficiently while enhancing customer service
quality.
Features include:
• Fresh new look with intuitive, blended
desktop for multi-media contact handling
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Trusted partner of your Digital Journey

Mobile supervisor: agent status

The email history tool provides various
search criteria to track the progress of interactions and searching within existing
Email threads. This enables agents and
managers to understand the sequence of
interactions leading to a satisfactory resolution.
Agents can proactively reach out to customers by initiating new emails. For determining the success of Email campaigns
or reactivation of customer relationships,
agent-initiated emails and related replies
can be tracked and reported on. Also, information can be emailed to a caller even
while on a call, improving quality of service for the customer and reducing the
need for later follow-up activities by the
agent.

Agent Portal

Agent Portal: Outgoing and incoming voice call

Voice handling (inbound and callbacks)
A full set of telephony controls and tools
streamlines handling incoming calls. In
addition, callbacks can be created by the
agent or requested by the customer using a web-based interface.
A "Create Callback" component enables
managers to use collected data to create
a callback as part of a routing strategy or
queue processing flow.
The agent receives a "screen pop"
(Figure 12, Figure 9) with customer data
and contact details synchronized with the
arrival of all interactions at the desktop.

Email handling
With OpenScape Contact Center Email,
the Agent Portal offer tools to efficiently
handle incoming and agent initiated
Email interactions in both HTML and plain
text format. A screen pop is initiated (figure 12) for routed Email contacts and
tracks internal as well as external email
forwarding and consultation to enhance
responsiveness and expedite resolution.
To further streamline email handling,
agents can receive auto-suggestions
based on email subject matter. Or, they
can decide to use text modules from a library of selectable email templates.

Mobile supervisor: queue status

A built-in interface to 3rd party or inhouse
CRM systems can be used to automate
customer file retrieval for display on the
agent's screen.

Agent Portal: email handling

OpenScape Contact Center Agile V9
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Callback handling
If your contact center is handling inbound
customer contacts only, you may be missing a significant opportunity to increase
agent utilization and enhance customer
relationships.
OpenScape Contact Center Callback helps
you to fully leverage your contact center
investments by providing a blended agent
desktop for handling inbound calls and
callbacks. This helps optimize agent productivity by providing a more balanced
contact volume for agents throughout the
day.
Your agents can ensure that customer interactions are followed up by defining callbacks if required. A web interface enables
your customers to request callbacks at a
time convenient for them. And, OpenScape Contact Center Agile provides builtin functionality to automatically create a
callback if a customer has hung up while
waiting to speak to an agent.

Unique presence and collaboration
tools
To help drive first contact resolution and
responsiveness, agents can use the "Team
List" and "Team Bar" features to view realtime presence and availability states of
their peers, managers, or even experts
outside the contact center. Available users
can be included in a call transfer, consultation or conference with just a mouse click.
Detailed presence and availability information is displayed for all channels, so that
agents can easily find the right person to
collaborate with, to resolve voice and
email contacts in real-time.

OpenScape Contact
Center Agile V9

• Contact details screen pop

System features

• "Work" and "Unavailable" reason codes

• Advanced group-based routing for
voice, email, and callbacks

• Wrap-up codes assigned to queues

• Improved security and serviceability
• Integrated database

• Real-time statistics and personal performance data

• CTI integration

• System tray icon mode

• Multiple language and timezone support

• Broadcaster "ticker tape"

• Data management server with configurable retention periods for reporting,
voice and email.

• Taskbar – show team

• Supports IP-telephony, converged or
TDM (circuit-switched) platforms

Manager Desktop

• Fully configurable "Hot Key" support
• Callback – managing appointments
• Resend historical email message

OpenScape Contact Center Call
Director (optional)

• Users, groups, queues and data source
administration

• Integrated IVR

• Design of contact processing flows,
routing strategies, queue processing,
and related capabilities for all channels

• Caller input digit collection

• Graphical real-time and historical monitoring and reporting, alerts, and notifications

• Read/write access to external databases dynamic passing of call data to agent
application

• Rules-based, streaming broadcast capabilities for wallboards, client desktops or
client-connected plasma displays

• Intelligent announcements in queue
(e. g. expected wait time)

Mobile Supervisor
• Mobile Supervisor will empower the
anywhere worker with Apple or Android
device access.

• Call menu prompting
• Multi-format numbers-to-speech playback

• Call Director SIP Service (CDSS) supporting up to 64 sessions.
• Interalia XMU or SBX announcement
device supports 4 to 64 ports
• Full routing design integration

• Provide a quick summary as well as
real-time agent and queue status
(Figure 10, Figure 13).

OpenScape Contact Center
Email (optional)

• Access more detailed agent state information by touching an agent on the list
on screen

• Automatically analyze, categorize and
route incoming email
• Intelligent auto-acknowledgement, autoresponse capabilities
• Library of configurable text templates

• Supervisor can add or remove groups
of an agent

• Intelligent routing and queuing based
on agent skills profile and blended
queue

Agent Portal (optional)

• Fully integrated into Design Center
flows and the Agent Desktop client

• Click-once client installation and Circuitlike user experience

• Support of HTML and text formats

• Integrated 360° customer view consolidating all channels into one historical
catalog
• Blended multi-media agent desktop (incoming voice, email and callback)
• Unique multi-media presence management and collaboration tools

Trusted partner of your Digital Journey

• Visual, channel-specific "Contacts Waiting" indicator

• Wallboard support

• Supervisor can change routing state of
agent on screen by touching routing
state item
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• Full desktop telephony controls; plus
click-to-dial speed dial, LDAP directory,
multi-media contact log

OpenScape Contact Center
Callback (optional)
• Blends callbacks with inbound traffic
• Preview Dialer fully integrated with the
Agent Portal client
• Agent-initiated and web-requested callbacks
• Customer requested callback in routing strategy or while waiting in queue
• Automated creation of callback on
abandon in queue
• Intelligent routing and queuing based
on agent profile and unified queuing

System capacity
• Defined users per system: 150
• Active agents per system: 100
• Managers per system: 15
• Maximum number of groups: 50
• Maximum number of groups per
agent: 10
• Maximum number of queues: 50

Virtualization

Defined users per system: 6,000

For OpenScape Contact Center
Email

Active agents per system:
1,500 (OpenScape Voice),
1250 (OpenScape 4000)

• Microsoft Exchange Server 2007, 2010,
2013 (and Office 365)
• IBM Lotus Domino 8.0, 8.5, 9

Others
• Support for TrendMicro Antivirus
• Java 8 U 60 is required for Agent Portal
installation

Server hardware platforms

Total number of agents across systems: 7,500 (OpenScape Voice only)
Maximum number of skills: 1,000
Maximum number of queues: 2,000

• OpenScape Business V2

Standard pre-integrations

Server

• XML interface for Work Force Optimization

• Windows Server 2008 R2
Standard Edition

• Interalia XMU and SBX devices

• Windows Server 2008 R2
Enterprise Edition

• LDAP Directories

• Windows Server 2012 Standard Edition

Standard interfaces

• Windows Server 2012
Datacenter Edition

• CRM screen pop API

• Windows Server 2012 R2
Standard Edition

• Voice XML, ODBC, SQL

• Spectrum Wallboards

• 3rd party IVR API (HPRI)
• LDAP

Client

Upgrade to OpenScape
Contact Center Enterprise

• Windows Vista Business or Enterprise
Edition on SP2

Provides access to the following advanced features:

• Windows 7 Professional or Enterprise
Edition (32-bit and 64-bit)

• Multi-channel skills-based routing

• Windows 8 and 8.1 Professional Edition

• Web collaboration and social media
routing and contact handling

• Windows 10 Professional and Enterprise Edition

Maximum number of systems: 5
(OpenScape Voice only)

Supported communication
platforms

• Microsoft Dynamics CRM screen- pop

• Windows 8 and 8.1 Enterprise Edition

Managers per system: 180 (system
configuration dependent)

One Intel Xeon E3-1271v3, 8GB RAM, 1 TB
HD SATA, 1GBps Ethernet, 16x DVD-ROM,
recommended

Software platform

• Windows Server 2012 R2
Datacenter Edition

• Extended system capacity:

Support for VMware V5.5 and V6

• Life-of-Call analytics

• Outbound call list import
• Multi-tenancy
• High availability options (with OpenScape Voice and OpenScape 4000 only)
• Software Developer's Kit and CRM
Ready integrations

OpenScape Contact Center Agile V9
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